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Abstract— This paper deals with an embedded diagnosis device which im-
proves the reliability of a machine including servo controlled drives by mon-
itoring the system parameters and detecting abnormalities and creeping
changes. The detection algorithm is based on data mining technologies,
well known in business administration. The presented system consists of a
low cost processor board with an SD-card slot for data storage and a field
bus connection and is completely independent of the main machine control.
The additional benefits are online monitoring possibilities and the storage
of the process variables in a high efficient way during the complete lifetime
of the machine.
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I. MOTIVATION

The request on the quality and reliability of electrical machines

in Industrial applications are generally high, because the over-

all quality of the industrial process depends on the accurate and

faultless work of the drive. One common possibility to assure a

fail-save operation of the drive is a regular service and a cyclic

exchange of the wearing parts. This results in great efforts in

service maintenance which produce high costs. Most of the re-

placements cannot be done during actual operation and is re-

sulting in additional costs because of the standstill of the whole

machine.

Another approach which promises costs reductions is the per-

manent monitoring of the whole process in order to detect ab-

normalities produced by abrasion or other phenomena. With a

good knowledge of the process and the entire machine, this in-

formation can be used to identify the estimated service limit of

the machine parts. Also problems of the lubrication can be de-

tected. This approach is difficult in new designed machines and

processes, because of the unknown live estimation and behavior

of the system. Data mining technologies can be used to enhance

this approach in order to find these abnormalities in the machine

behavior.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROLLED SYSTEM

The here analyzed controlled system is a simplified example for

a standard industrial process. It consists of one servo machine

which is controlled by a standard industrial servo controller (see

figure 1). The load connected to the machine may be very very

different. The presented solution can easily be extended to more

complex systems. The process driven by the machine is done

Fig. 1. Overview of the controlled system with the additional diagnosis

regularly with a repetition time of several seconds. This is also

typical for an industrial process and varies with the application

type. The exact position, speed and acceleration profile for the

described application is stored in the memory of the servo con-

troller and is triggered by digital signals from the overlaid ma-

chine control. It is also possible to change the profile on demand

with an optional fieldbus connection. This architecture simpli-

fies the presented analysis.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE DIAGNOSIS DEVICE

The here presented diagnosis system is independent of the servo

controller and the overlaid machine control. It is not necessary

to run the machine. Because of this it is possible to use the di-

agnosis system independent of the machine control. In figure

1 the connections to the controller can be seen. First of all the

diagnosis device is connected to the fieldbus to receive measure-

ments and variables from the servo controller. In the analyzed

environment the fieldbus is CAN-Open but any other fieldbus is

also possible. The machine can be equipped with additional sen-

sors like temperature or pressure probes to detect environment

specific values, which can be analyzed by the diagnosis device

as additional information. As an additional benefit the diagno-

sis device can give a warning and an error signal to the overlaid

machine control if a critical state of the machine is reached or a

service is mandatory.



A. Communication between Control and Diagnosis

The main communication between the servo-controller and the

diagnosis system is realized with the fieldbus CAN-Open, which

already exists in the machine control. The servo controller sends

the actual position of the drive and some system variables regu-

larly in a time-step of one microsecond to the diagnosis device.

For this purpose the so called PDO (Process Data Object) of the

CAN-Open protocol is used. Each PDO consists of up to 64 bit

of process data which can be mapped to nearly all internal vari-

ables of the servo controller. The available bits can be split up

in several independent variables. The used servo controller sup-

ports up to four PDO objects. This results in maximum of 256

bit of data per microsecond which can be used for the diagnosis.

The PDO can be triggered from the CAN-Open master by a

sync telegram or it can be send asynchronously, independent

of any synchronization. In this case the PDO is sent each time,

if one ore more values of the assigned data variables has been

changed. The other here used option is, to send the PDOs in a

fixed time-step. The assignments of the variables to the PDOs

and the configuration of the transmission types is done over the

fieldbus, too. The diagnosis device is therefore able to configure

the servo controller to send the variables which are necessary by

its own without any external configuration. With this ability it is

possible to plug in the diagnosis device in any supported system

without changing the machine configuration and settings.

B. Hardware of the Diagnosis Device

The main active part of the diagnosis device is the processor

LPC2378 from NXP. It is a low cost 32bit microcontroller which

consists of several integrated peripheral modules which are use-

ful for the here presented application. The communication with

the servo controller is done by the integrated CAN interface.

The supervisor of the machine is interacting with the diagnosis

device by an ethernet connection with an embedded webserver

or by a USB connection. The second reason for choosing this

particular processor is the high speed MMC/SD-Card interface

which is necessary to store the huge amount of data, produced

by the system. The block diagram of the diagnosis device can be

seen in figure 2. To collect additional process data a sensor in-

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the diagnosis hardware.

terface with a 4-20mA analog input and several GPIOs are also

included. The built device can be seen in figure 3.

Fig. 3. picture of the diagnosis module.

IV. DATA MINING OVERVIEW

The idea of data mining can be described as digging in a large

bunch of data with the main purpose to get information about

hidden coherences. The main application field is the applied

economic research. Companies are using these technologies to

get information out of sales figures. They prospect for knowl-

edge like ancient diggers for gold. In the same way data mining

can be used to find hidden relations in the measurements of tech-

nical applications.

Data mining is based on the research of statistics, artificial intel-

ligence and database management.

• Statistics provide methods for data exploration, selection and

transformation for the identification and validation of data pat-

tern as well as for the description and visualization of results.

• Artificial intelligence provide mainly enhanced procedures for

data mining for example: genetic algorithms, artificial neural

networks or machine learning theories.

• The research of database management provide methods and

tools to proof data of plausibility and integrity and to save the

analyzed data efficiently.

The whole data mining process, shown in figure 4, can be di-

vided in three steps. Step one can be described as the prear-

rangement phase, where the relevant data sets are chosen, pre-

processed and transformed. In the second step the data mining

method is executed on the data. The last step contains the inter-

pretation and evaluation of the developed data pattern.

Normally, the first step is a high complex procedure which often

cannot be done by an algorithm. First of all a data set is needed,

which can be chosen from a database or from an other form of

data collection. The next point is to analyze and format the data

to get a complete and consistent data set. At least the data set has

to be transformed to be prepared for the data mining algorithms.

This lead to a working time of 75 to 85% of the whole data

mining process. The here presented diagnosis system minimize

the required time for the first step by recording and formatting

the data in a database on which the data mining method can be

applied directly.

The second step contains the identification of the data mining

job to choose the right method for the process. The most impor-

tant jobs are:
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Fig. 4. Overview of the data mining process

• clustering / detection of outlier

• training of classification

• generalization

The diagnosis system includes the clustering / detection of out-

lier to beware the technical application of damages and the gen-

eralization to minimize the data for the storage. After running

this method on the database, the identified data pattern have to

be interpreted and evaluated. If the job is not well solved, an-

other iteration step can be implemented.

One main intention of the data mining process is finding theories

to predict the future. At first, the process is inductive. Similar

single studies and different data mining methods result in hy-

potheses from which laws can be deduced. Finally theses laws

will be combined in a theory. After that, the proofing of the per-

formance is deductive. The developed theory is used for special

predictions.

V. DATA MINING METHODS

The data mining methods can be divided into two groups: con-

trolled learning and uncontrolled learning.

In controlled learning, there is a specific number of examples for

which the right classification is already known. The proceeding

is following several steps: First of all, the learning system has

to teach himself a classification. The classification results of the

existing examples and has to be executed on the total volume of

the objects. The following methods are available for controlled

learning systems:

• decision trees

• neural networks

• induction of rules

• k-next neighbors

• analysis of discrimination

The uncontrolled learning system has to detect interesting coher-

ences without having any specifications or examples. Therefore

exist two different ways: Segmentation and Associations.

Segmentation has the ambition to allocate a data set to a seg-

ment, with the result of a developed global structuring. The

most important method is the analyze of clusters.

The analysis of Association is searching for correlations be-

tween data sets to formulate independent association rules which

try to describe hidden pattern or rules in similar data sets. The

following methods are available for uncontrolled learning sys-

tems:

• associations

• neural network

• demographic clustering

• k-means clustering

• hierarchical clustering

An overview of the data mining methods is given in figure 5.

Fig. 5. Overview of the data mining methods

VI. HARVESTING OF DATA

The prozess of data mining on the presented embedded diagno-

sis device will be described in the following chapter. A typical

dataset of one machine cycle is shown in figure 6. Two indepen-

dent process variables are recorded, which have a considerable

time correlation to each other. In the diagram the signals are

normalized. The length of one cycle is around two seconds and

is started, as already described, by a digital signal from the su-

perior process control. This structure simplifies the first task of

the data mining process.
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Fig. 6. Typical dataset of one machine cycle

A. Prearrangement of Data

Each cycle of the machine can be understood as one cluster with

the great advantage, that the border of this cluster is clearly de-

fined by the digital signal. But in a more detailed view, more

segments within one machine cycle can be identified. They are

marked with vertical lines in the diagram.

The border of the different segments has to be detected by an

algorithm which can be difficult because of overshooting. In

the here presented application the segmentation borders can be

described with a significant change after a phase of relative con-

stant signals. Due to that fact, a sufficient indicator for the seg-

ment border can be a significant height of the derivation.

In order to get good results from the data mining a good seg-

mentation is very important.

B. Simplification of Data

The raw data has to be simplified in every defined segment of

the dataset, because the whole amount of data cannot be stored

for the data mining process. Within one day of operation more

than 650 Megabytes of raw data are generated by the diagno-

sis device. This huge amount of data is not manageable for an

embedded system.

Within the simplification process the essential characteristics of

the examined sector are determined. These are the following

details:

• rise / fall time respectively derivation

• absolute value of the plateau

• length of the plateau

• over- / undershoot height

With these few details the curve shown in figure 6 can be de-

scribed in a sufficient precision to analyze the process.

VII. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

One result of the data mining process is shown in figure 7. In the

analyzed example a pressure for an industrial process is gener-

ated by a linear machine, which is controlled by the servo con-

troller. This pressure is plotted on the y-axis over more than

three million process cycles. The diagram shows the typical

variation of single values caused by several reasons. Most of
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Fig. 7. Measured data of one machine parameter.

this variations have no influence in the machine reliability, be-

cause they are a result for example of temperature effects. The

data mining system is able to learn these effects very easily, be-

cause the temperature is measured, too. The first two fluctua-

tions are caused by run in effects. After that a stabilization of

the system over a long term can be recognized, followed by an

increasing influence of the temperature. Additionally the mean

value increases which implies a higher force needed to produce

the pressure. Due to this higher load an increasing abrasion is

expected.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The here presented system offers an innovative way of machine

diagnosis with an embedded device. The presented small and

low cost diagnosis module is independent of the machine control

and gets the data over a fieldbus connection. The huge amount of

collected data is reduced in an intelligent way and processed by

data mining algorithms loan out from business administration.

The results of the diagnosis process are shown on one example

machine. The production costs of one diagnosis device is less

than 100US-$ including the pcb and the casing.
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